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Abstract
This paper critcally examines the judicial regulaton of mass surveillance practces undertaken for
purposes that include the preventon of serious crime. In essence, this paper assesses the various
issues arising from the requirements placed on the private sector, at the behest of security actors,
to retain and transfer personal data in bulk for crime preventon purposes. The paper identfes a
potental lacuna in the efort of the highest supranatonal Courts of Europe to delimit this practce
and the 'objectvity' criterion established in most recent rulings. It is argued that what are
presented as strict requirements may in actuality be signifcantly more lenient in the context of
predictve policing methods.
Keywords: mass surveillance; predictve policing; privacy and data protecton

Introducton
As the private sector collects and stores progressively larger amounts of varied data capable of
revealing details concerning the personal lives of individuals, new preventve approaches are
increasingly employed by security actors, expanding the scope of surveillance measures. In
partcular, bulk quanttes of data are being processed in order to generate useful and reliable
correlatons, leading to the profles of potental future suspects. This tendency in fghtng crime
tes in with the massive accumulaton of informaton within the private sector, as states aspire to
get their hands on it.
Private companies are, therefore, being asked to partcipate in state surveillance en masse by
natonal and European schemes that currently regulate the bulk transfers of personal data from
the private sector to security actors. In this paper, the overarching term 'security actors' will be
used in order to encompass both law enforcement authorites and intelligence services. As will be
discussed further, despite their diferences in mandate and competences, several commonalites
in intelligence gathering actvites and the manner in which bulk personal data transfers are being
regulated for the purpose of fght against serious crime, allow for this approach.
Recently, several of the legal instruments regulatng private-to-security bulk transfers of data,
were placed under the scrutny of the highest supranatonal Courts of Europe, i.e. the Court of
Justce of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights. The Courts interpreted
the well-established principles of quality of law, including foreseeability, and proportonality in the
context of mass surveillance, while their rulings lead to a strict set of criteria that establish a
seemingly high threshold of protecton for the regulaton of private-to-security bulk transfers of
personal data.[2]
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Nonetheless, questons were raised in relaton to the impact and implementaton of these criteria.
This paper seeks to address the potental problems born by the practcal enforcement of the
judicial set of criteria vis-à-vis emerging predictve policing methods. More specifcally, this paper
focuses on a judicial requirement of 'objectvity' that aims at delineatng the conditons under
which private sector retenton of personal data and security agencies' access to private sector
databases and further use are allowed. This requirement of objectvity is, however, deemed to
clash with the security actors' upcoming practce of searching for the yet unknown suspect.
To that end, this paper is divided in three main sectons. The frst secton of the paper explores
modern methods of policing, and in partcular predictve policing, and their link to practces of
mass surveillance. The judicial regulaton and delineaton of mass surveillance practces, as
extracted by a series of rulings held at a supranatonal level, are presented in the second secton.
The third secton, then, aims at examining what is referred to as a requirement of objectvity
drawn from these rulings, in relaton to mass surveillance practces that are being carried out for
crime preventon purposes. Finally, this paper reaches the conclusion that the Luxembourg and
Strasbourg courts, in regulatng private-to-security bulk transfers of personal data, did not give the
appropriate consideraton to the potental gap born by the applicaton of this requirement in
predictve policing methods.

1. Mass surveillance practces in the light of modernisaton
1.1. New threats, new rules
During the past two decades, the feld of security has been experiencing several changes.
Cooperaton amongst states, whether EU Member States or third countries, increasingly becomes
more intense and more imperatve, as crime obtains a more broadly internatonal connotaton.
New threats to natonal and public security have risen, while the work of law enforcement on the
one hand and intelligence services on the other has growingly been overlapping.[3]
The modern percepton of threats shifs the focus towards terrorism, while the separaton
between the competent security actors has started to blur. Law enforcement authorites turn to
tackling external threats and adopt intelligence type of strategies and techniques in fghtng crime
and increasingly cooperate with intelligence services.[4] In additon, hybrid agencies and organs
have emerged in order to facilitate the cooperaton and informaton exchange between security
actors. As the threat of terrorism expands outside natonal fronters, it encourages the
cooperaton, exchange of informaton and adopton of more invasive policies both amongst agents
within the same Member State but also amongst EU Member States and with third countries.[5]
Furthermore, a wide range of technological capabilites started to shif the way strategies are
being decided on or, in the words of Irion (2015), 'feasibility determines strategies'.[6] Surveillance
technologies are becoming faster, smarter, more invasive and more interconnected.[7] Policy
makers and security actors push for wider implementaton of smart surveillance technologies in
the belief that they will increase policing capacites in fghtng crime.[8]Increased use of
technology is supported under the argument that it will render policing more efcient, whether
this statement is eventually proven to be true or not.
In the face of the new threats, new technologies, and their ground-breaking intensity in
conjuncton with an increasing overlapping of security actors' competences, a new policing
prototype started to gain ground. The so-called 'intelligence-led policing' allows for police to
employ more invasive, secret-service type of powers, while also resortng to these technologies of
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surveillance for the preventon of crime that are more sophistcated than ever. Ratclife (2016)
defned this noton as a decision-making process that 'facilitates harm and crime, reducton,
disrupton and preventon through the strategic and tactcal management, deployment and
enforcement'.[9] More scholars have linked intelligence-led policing primarily to the preventon of
crime through informaton that is gathered into databases around which policing strategies,
planning and operatons are built.[10] It may, thus, be inferred that intelligence-led policing
supports the building up of intelligence through the mass acquisiton of data and the formaton of
large and diverse databases.[11]

1.2. Preventon of crime
Along with the rise of intelligence-led policing, several methods of deterrence of crime have
gained a lot of atracton in the recent years, not only in theory but also in practce. While said
methods are being referred to as 'predictve', 'preventve', 'pre-emptve' policing and so on, for
purposes of coherence and clarifcaton, the term 'predictve policing' will be used in the course of
this paper. As implied by the term, predictve policing is defned as the applicaton of 'analytcal,
partcularly quanttatve, techniques in order to identfy likely targets for police interventon and
prevent crime or solve past crimes by making statstcal predictons'.[12] Consequently, the aim is
not merely to predict future events but also to alter them; in the context of security, this
translates in the purpose of deterring crime before it takes place.
The development of predictve policing methods fnds its basis on criminology, sociology and
major theories of criminal behaviour. In partcular, Perry et al (2013) present a consolidated
version of these theories, which they refer to as the 'blended theory'. According to the blended
theory; 'Criminals and victms follow common life paterns, thus overlaps in those paterns
indicate an increased likelihood of crime. Furthermore, geographic and temporal features
infuence the where and when of those paterns. Finally, as they move within those paterns,
criminals make ratonal decisions about whether to commit crimes, taking into account such
factors as the area, the target's suitability, and the risk of getng caught.'[13]
Based on the idea that previously unknown paterns and trends in crime data can be identfed and
predicted, the frst generaton of predictve policing methods were built around studies of
temporal and spatal dimensions of crime by tme series and hotspot analysis.[14] In other words,
the possible tme slot and place where certain crimes are likely to occur may be predicted, using
paterns that are extracted from historic data of previously registered criminal ofences. It has
been confrmed that rather accurate predictons may be made for certain crimes at certain tmes
and in certain areas, a phenomenon referred to as the 'near repeat efect'.[15]
Moreover, studies have moved towards the predicton of potental ofenders and at the same tme
potental groups or even individual victms.[16] In casu, big data analytcal techniques, such as
machine learning data mining, are being utlised for the analysis of informaton that leads to the
development of profles of individuals, who either have in the past or are likely to in the future,
commit a criminal ofence.[17] These types of predictve policing methods do not only use historic
data of crime records but they are also in need of increasingly larger amounts of data that include
a wide range of personal informaton.[18] The aim of this bulk accumulaton of data is to generate
useful and reliable correlatons and ultmately to generate suspects.[19]
As a consequence, in focusing on crimes not yet commited, the line of acton is reversed. Security
actors start from building a database based on which data are mined in order to predict criminal
behaviour of individuals.[20] In this way, data are being aggregated, stored, sorted and mined in
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order to provide for paterns and probabilites about how an individual in a partcular category is
likely to act in the future. This predictve analysis is carried out with the ultmate goal of deterring
crime, for instance of uncovering plans for potental terrorist atacks, at the earlier possible stage.
To this end, the approach is inductve, as more and more data are required for more and more
reliable paterns to emerge. Data are gathered not for a specifc criminal investgaton but rather
for an undetermined purpose, serving a mentality of 'nice-to-have' rather than 'must-have'
intelligence.

1.3. Surveilling the masses
Serving this mentality of 'nice-to-have', practces of mass surveillance increasingly become the
most popular means used by both law enforcement and intelligence services in the fght against
serious crime. Interestngly, the defning contour of the concept of mass surveillance is not clear.
While this term is being broadly used, it is not subject to a formal defniton, but it is mainly linked
to a number of characteristcs.[21] Most importantly, the individuals subject to mass surveillance
are not clearly defned in advance. In partcular, mass surveillance is not directed against a specifc
individual or group of individuals, but it concerns large parts of the populaton or even the entre
populaton. Furthermore, as opposed to targeted surveillance, which relates to a past crime, mass
surveillance in its current dimension may also be used as a pre-emptve measure, aimed at the
preventon of future criminal ofences and threats to society at large.[22] Mass surveillance,
hence, feeds from a pre-crime mentality that "in order for the suspect to emerge, everyone must
be subject to surveillance". [23] Therefore, while practces of mass surveillance may serve a
multtude of purposes including preventon, detecton, investgaton and prosecuton of serious
crime, as will be analysed further on, this paper seeks to focus only on this frst purpose of
preventon.
Furthermore, modern practces of mass surveillance are developing as the adopton of
intelligence-led policing and predictve policing methods by a wide range of security actors tes in
with the current phenomenon where massive amounts of data are produced and collected on a
daily basis in the hands of the private sector. Either willingly and intentonally or unconsciously,
citzens give away large amounts of their personal data and informaton to companies that use
them towards their own beneft.[24] Consequently, the private sector collects progressively larger
amounts of varied data that are able to reveal important informaton concerning the personal lives
and profles of the individuals, forming a pool of informaton that the states aspire to dive into.
To that end, private companies are asked to partcipate in government surveillance through
natonal and European regulatory frameworks that oblige them to collect, store and eventually
hand in citzens' personal data to natonal and third country law enforcement authorites and/or
intelligence services. In this way, the practces of mass surveillance in queston facilitate and
support intelligence-led policing, including predictve policing methods, and the overarching
concept of big data analytcs, through the vast amplifcaton of security actors' databases.
At an EU level, a number of legal instruments establishes the transfers of personal data generated
in the sectors of fnancial and travel informaton, to security actors both internally amongst
Member States and externally to third countries.[25] Financial informaton contains personal data
such as the names of the benefciary and the ordering customer, while travel informaton, in this
case Passenger Name Records (PNR) data, are the data required by an airline, in order for an
airplane tcket to be bought and may include the passenger's full name, date of birth, address, as
well as sensitve informaton, such as details of any special meal requirements.
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A third and most common category of private enttes' bulk collecton, retenton and ultmately
transfer of personal data to security actors for the purposes of mass surveillance, consists of
electronic communicatons data. In partcular, data generated or processed in the context of
publicly available electronic communicatons services include both content data and metadata.
Content data refer to the content of the communicaton, for instance a conversaton, while
metadata refer to technical, temporal and spatal elements, for instance the where, when and
amongst who a conversaton took place. The later category of data is now being regulated at
natonal level,[26] afer the failed European atempt, which will be further analysed in the
following secton.[27]
Several of these legal instruments regulatng mass surveillance practces was placed under the
scrutny of the highest supranatonal Courts of Europe. This paper, therefore, focuses on the
judicial regulaton of modern manifestatons of mass surveillance, as being carried out through the
bulk access of security actors to personal data held by the private sector.

2. The judicial criteria delineatng mass surveillance
2.1. The CJEU and ECtHR rulings
In recogniton of the high risk of abuse and the legal challenges that practces of mass surveillance
present against fundamental rights, namely privacy and data protecton, the Court of Justce of the
European Union (hereinafer the CJEU) and the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafer the
ECtHR) held a number of rulings that interpret the conditons under which the bulk access of
security actors to private sector databases for the purpose of mass surveillance may be
permissible.[28]
The cases in queston, although ranging in content, all revolved around natonal and European
frameworks that regulate, for the purpose of preventon, detecton, investgaton and prosecuton
of crime, the bulk access of security actors to personal data, namely electronic communicatons
data and travel informaton, which are obligatorily retained in the databases of the private sector.
Despite of the diferent nature and competence of each Court, which functon upon a diferent
supranatonal basis, these rulings not only are to a large extent aligned but they also culminated in
a nexus of criteria that the natonal and European instruments regulatng practces of mass
surveillance must meet in order not to illegally interfere with fundamental rights.[29] This paper,
however, aims to point out the issues that may present themselves in the applicaton of some of
these criteria in light of the aforementoned predictve policing methods.
In principle, according to both the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (hereinafer the
Charter) and the European Conventon on Human Rights (hereinafer the ECHR), limitatons to
fundamental rights that are not absolute, must be provided by law, pursue a legitmate aim of
general interest and be necessary and appropriate to achieve said aim.[30] In applying this socalled 'three-step test', both Courts accepted the implementaton of mass surveillance practces
for the purpose of fghtng serious natonal, transnatonal and internatonal crime, including
terrorism, as a legitmate objectve of general interest in a democratc society. They then
proceeded in interpretng the well-established principles of foreseeability and proportonality in
the context of mass surveillance.
The following paragraphs consttute an efort to present a concentrated and consolidated version
of the criteria formulated by the Courts under these principles, before delving into a discussion
around a generated requirement of objectvity found within.
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2.2. Quality of law
The quality of law implies that the interfering measure must be provided for by natonal
legislaton, which, in its turn, must be accessible to the citzens and foreseeable in its applicaton.
Foreseeability in the special context of measures of mass surveillance does not compel States to
enact legal provisions listng in detail an exhaustve enumeraton of situatons that may prompt a
decision to launch such surveillance operatons.[31] The domestc law must rather be sufciently
clear to give citzens an adequate indicaton as to the circumstances in which and the conditons
under which security actors are empowered to access private sector databases. Consequently, the
law must indicate the scope of any discreton conferred on the competent authorites and the
manner of its exercise with sufcient clarity to give the individual adequate protecton against
arbitrary interference.
In partcular, the domestc law must set out objectve criteria that establish a connecton between
the transferable data and the objectves pursued.[32] In this way, the scope of the data to be
transferred must be delineated clearly and precisely. Moreover, it is important to indicate in a
concrete manner the nature of the ofences for which data are being collected and transferred
from the private sector to law enforcement authorites, while in the context of mass surveillance
criminal ofences may only be included insofar as they are considered to be 'serious'. Even more
so, in the mater of sensitve data, the EU regulatory framework requires a precise and partcularly
solid justfcaton, based on grounds other than the protecton of public security against terrorism
and serious transnatonal crime.[33]

2.3. Proportonality
According to the principle of proportonality, derogatons and limitatons in relaton to the
protecton of privacy and personal data must apply only insofar as strictly necessary. Minimum
safeguards must be in place, providing the individuals with sufcient guarantees to efectvely
protect their rights against the risk of abuse. In assessing the proportonality of measures of bulk
transfers of data from the private sector to security authorites for purposes of mass surveillance,
the Courts singled out several crucial factors. First, the access of the competent natonal
authorites to the private sector databases should, as a general rule, except in cases of validly
established urgency, be subject to a prior review or authorisaton carried out either by a judicial or
in any case by an independent authority. What is more, the decision of that court or body should
be made following a reasoned request by those authorites, submited, inter alia, within the
framework of procedures for the preventon, detecton or prosecuton of crime.[34]
Objectve criteria must be laid down delimitng the access of the competent natonal authorites to
the data for example through a pre-defned number and positon of persons with access
authorisaton, as well as for the subsequent use of such data clearly and strictly restricted to the
purposes for which access was granted. The use of the data by the competent authorites must
similarly be strictly restricted and capable of justfying the interference that the use of the specifc
data entails.[35] It should, nonetheless, be noted here that the latest judgement by the CJEU, i.e.
regarding the Passenger Name Records (hereinafer PNR) Agreement between the EU and Canada,
presents a diferentaton in so far as it allowed for the data of all air passengers indiscriminately to
be accessed and processed by the competent authorites. This access and processing are justfable
in the opinion of the Court, as they are intended to 'identfy the risk to public security that
persons, who are not, at that stage, known to the competent services, may potentally present,
and who may, on account of that risk, be subject to further examinaton'.[36]
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Moreover, the implementaton of such measures must be supervised, preferably by a judicial body
or in any case by an independent authority that is vested with sufcient powers and competence
to exercise an efectve and contnuous control.[37] Onward transfers of the said personal data to
other public authorites should be similarly conditonal to oversight by an independent supervisory
body.[38] During the period of tme that the data are stored within the databases of the
competent authorites, appropriate organisatonal and technical measures must be implemented
in order to ensure the security and protecton of the data.[39] Furthermore, rules must be set out
for the erasure or destructon of the transferred personal data when they are no longer necessary.
[40]
In additon to the aforementoned, it is also afrmed by the Courts that the individuals subject to
these measures should be notfed of the access and process of their data by the corresponding
authorites, as soon as such notfcaton no longer jeopardises the purpose aimed being served.
[41] Lastly, any legislaton imposing such measures must also provide for the possibility of an
individual to seek efectve remedy in order to obtain informaton and/or access to the data
relatng to her or him.[42]

2.4. The purpose of preventon
In interpretng the principles of foreseeability and proportonality and analysing the minimum
safeguards that materialise them, the Courts do not distnguish between the diferent purposes
for which personal data may be used by the security actors, as provided for by the scrutnised legal
instruments. In partcular, the potental use of the collected data for the purpose of carrying out
predictve policing practces has but once been discussed throughout these rulings by CJEU and
ECtHR. It was in its ruling regarding the EU-Canada PNR Agreement, that the CJEU made, for the
frst tme, a specifc reference to the use of mass surveillance for the purpose of preventon of
serious crime by the Canadian security actors.
More specifcally, the Court acknowledged the predictve analysis taking place by automated
means of these massive amounts of data, based on pre-established models and criteria for the
purpose of identfying individuals that may present risks to public security.[43] In recognising the
need for pre-emptve mass surveillance, the Court stated that the pre-established models and
criteria should similarly be specifc and reliable, making it possible to arrive at results targetng
individuals who might be under a reasonable suspicion of partcipaton in terrorist ofences or
serious transnatonal crime and should be non-discriminatory.[44] The Court added a fnal line of
protecton, requiring that in the case of a positve result obtained following the automated
processing of that data and before an individual measure adversely afectng the air passengers
concerned is adopted, it must be subject to an individual re-examinaton by non-automated
means.[45]

3. Objectve, mass and predictve
3.1. The judicial requirement of objectvity
As may be observed, the usage of the adjectve 'objectve' is abundant throughout the line of
argumentaton of both Courts. Objectvity, more specifcally, should characterise the conditons of
retenton within private sector databases as well as the access and use of the acquired personal
data within security agencies. Nevertheless, when delving deeper into these elements and how
this judicial requirement of objectvity may be materialised, a lacuna seems to present itself.
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As regards the conditons on data retenton, the CJEU states that retenton must be 'targeted for
the purpose of fghtng serious crime and limited with respect to the categories of data to be
retained, the means of communicaton afected, the persons concerned and the retenton period
adopted, to what is strictly necessary'.[46] The Court contnues on by shedding more light into
how data retenton may be considered to be limited to what is strictly necessary, by clarifying the
manner in which the persons concerned may be delineated. In partcular, in deciding which
persons should be afected, there must be 'objectve evidence which makes it possible to identfy a
public whose data is likely to reveal a link, at least an indirect one, with serious criminal ofences,
and to contribute in one way or another to fghtng serious crime or to preventng a serious risk to
public security. Such limits may be set by using a geographical criterion where the competent
natonal authorites consider, on the basis of objectve evidence, that there exists, in one or more
geographical areas, a high risk of preparaton for or commission of such ofences.'[47]
In this way, retenton may be considered to be limited and targeted, when objectve criteria are
being used, for instance to describe the persons to be afected. The opinion of the Court, however,
seems to be that data retenton is objectve, and thus targeted, insofar as the public concerned is
likely to reveal a link, any kind of link, to a crime or even a threat.
In the same vein, in order to defne when access to the personal data retained may be allowed
according to the ECtHR, 'a connecton, of one way or another, must be made between the person
afected and the suspected subjects or objects of planned serious criminal ofences, e.g. terrorist
atacks'.[48] The vagueness of the language used in casu was even critcised by Judge Pinot de
Albuquerque, in his concurring opinion, as being 'indicatve of an illusory convicton of global
surveillance'.[49] Similarly, in the words of the CJEU, 'in partcular situatons, where for example
vital natonal security, defence or public security interests are threatened by terrorist actvites,
access to the data of other persons might also be granted where there is objectve evidence from
which it can be deduced that that data might, in a specifc case, make an efectve contributon to
combatng such actvites'.[50] Therefore, despite the argument that access must be restricted to
what is strictly necessary, words like 'might' and 'efectve' seem to broaden the scope, weaken
the rigidity proclaimed and thus to open the way to looser interpretatons.
An indicatve example of this wider margin of interpretaton may be drawn from a working
document published by EUROPOL (2017), which provides for an analysis of this case law in relaton
to the requirements on data retenton and access.[51] According to this document, a data
retenton measure that is 'targeted', as CJEU provides in the Digital Rights Ireland and Tele 2
Sverige rulings, is practcally impossible, since the 'potental relevance amongst data and the
purposes pursued cannot be foreseen in advance'. In this way, EUROPOL seems to provide for an
interpretaton that would 'ft for law enforcement reality', where 'restricted' data retenton may
stll be considered to abide by the CJEU requirement as discussed above, since, in the opinion of
EUROPOL, the subsequent access to the retained data must always be 'targeted'. This wordplay
portends to the confusion that may be born in relaton to the interpretaton and implementaton
of the judicial criteria and the surrounding requirement of objectvity on measures ordering data
retenton within private databases and access to the data by security actors in general, and for the
purpose of preventon of crime in queston.

3.2. Objectvity in predictons
More specifcally, the queston that inevitably arises is how to reasonably implement objectve
criteria when security actors employ practces of mass surveillance for the purpose of predictve
policing, precisely on the grounds that these criteria have not yet been revealed to them. In fact,
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this line of thinking is used by the CJEU, when it sets down the rules regarding data retenton and
access of PNR data, as an argument in favour of widening the scope of persons concerned and
subsequently of acceptng the need for all air passengers to be afected.[52] In this case, hence,
objectvity is translated into ubiquity. This last ruling is claimed to be more restricted in its efect
than rulings concerning, for instance, electronic communicatons data, due to the nature, narrow
scope and limited amount of PNR data in relaton to the later.[53] It is, thus, argued that a wider
ratonale would not be similarly applicable to a vast category of personal data like electronic
communicatons data.
In allowing, however, for a more intensive interference to privacy and to data protecton as
regards a specifc category of data, which, nonetheless, includes special categories of personal
data, for the purpose of safeguarding security against the vague threat of terrorism, a precedent is
set. What may now be perceived as restricted to a category of personal data, may potentally
become widespread in the future, as threats and technological capabilites evolve. Furthermore, as
the specifc purpose of preventon of crime as well as the analytcal technologies employed for
that purpose have not been given any other consideraton by the Courts, their positoning in the
mater remains unclear. Therefore, the applicability of the judicial criteria in the context of mass
surveillance for the purpose of preventon of crime is worth further analysis.
3.2.1. Looking for paterns

As discussed in the frst secton, methods of predictve policing are built around the quest for
valuable paterns. Paterns lead to informaton, for instance profles of potental criminal
ofenders, through the probabilistc processing of data.[54] Results, in this case, are based on
correlaton rather than causality. Correlaton has been considered to provide adequate
argumentaton in favour of characterising these methods and techniques as objectve.[55]
Nevertheless, instead of acceptng correlaton as objectve per se, I would like to further examine
the separate elements of the process that eventually leads to the desired result of correlaton.
In order for big data analytcs to be efectve and result in paterns from which valuable
informaton may be extracted, the raw material must consist of the right quality and quantty of
data.[56] Optng for the right quantty of data depends on various subjectve factors, such as the
accuracy and up-to-dateness as well as the potental human bias.[57] As regards the quantty then,
'objectve evidence of contributon in one way or another' may be interpreted as what big data
analytcs require in order to provide for valuable results. As aforementoned, some predictve
policing methods require only historic criminal data, hence data that exist already in the databases
of law enforcement and intelligence services. However, this discussion does not address historic
data, in the sense of criminal records, but rather the data deriving from the private sector for the
purpose of enriching the security actors' databases as raw material.
Following a purely predictve ratonale, a lot of confusion is created in relaton to which data need
to be collected.[58] In partcular, defning the amount of data that is sufcient to render big data
analytcs for predictve policing efectveness may prove to be quite the brain teaser, especially in
light of the fact that the elements capable of producing relevant results may not be known
beforehand, as also pointed out by EUROPOL (see supra). Even more so, there seems to be no
guidance on how to draw the line between the amount and volume of data that leads to any
connecton or have any kind of link to a crime or a threat and the one that does not. However,
assessing efectveness may prove to be even more vague and arbitrary than establishing
objectvity. As the use of larger datasets is claimed to make it possible to detect correlatons and
paterns that might otherwise have been missed, efectveness may be achieved with more rather
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than less data.[59] It may deemed, therefore, logical to conclude that, insofar as data make an
efectve contributon, and, in this case, the more data the more efectve the contributon, this
requirement of objectvity is fulflled. In the words of Andrejevic (2014), "populatonal", i.e. mass,
surveillance only works if it is normalised and ubiquitous.[60]
3.2.2. Objectvity and bias

Another aspect not given consideraton by the Courts, relates to the potental bias created or
perpetuated by modern analytcal techniques. Numerous scholars have long identfed the
manifestaton of bias in big data analytcs and systems of decision-making automaton.[61] While
the mathematcs behind the analytcal techniques may be neutral, their design, development and
applicaton may ofen lead to results that are biased against a group of persons.[62]According to
Johnson (2006) 'development is not neutral; there is no objectvely correct choice at any given
stage of development, but many possible choices'.[63] More specifcally, bias may be generated or
implemented, even inadvertently, at diferent stages of development. Bias may be coded into a
machine learning system, through the rules, input, hypotheses or assumptons introduced by the
human designing the algorithm. Furthermore, bias may occur through the selecton of datasets
used to train and further feed the algorithm, while technical defects or errors may also lead to
biased results.[64]
In predictve policing methods, bias may similarly be built in or generated at various stages, for
instance in the technical design, in specifying the predictve algorithms and in determining the
datasets subject to analysis.[65] What is of most relevance for this paper is the high risk of bias
being born, perpetuated or even enhanced through the selected datasets, including data
stemming from past crime records as well as data transferred from the private sector to security
actors. In past crime records, certain characteristcs, like racial or ethnic origin, might statstcally
correlate with outcome variables of interest, such as propensity to crime.[66] Furthermore,
diferent data atributes, for instance racial or ethnic origin and geographic locaton, may not be
independent from each other but instead they may be highly related one to the other.[67] For
example, a postal code may be highly correlated with racial or ethnic origin, and by extension,
with an aforementoned propensity to crime. In this way, clearly identfying which atribute
contributes to what extent to the fnal predictons becomes a difcult task. Moreover, these
statstcal correlatons, albeit mathematcally true at some point in tme, will provide for results
that defne future neighbourhoods and persons of criminal interest, which will, however, be likely
biased against a specifc racial or ethnic origin, community and/or area.[68] In additon, these
results will logically lead to a higher demand on behalf of security actors of data transferred from
the private sector that relate to this specifc racial or ethnic origin, community and/or area.
Therefore, seemingly objectve and lawful, under the discussed case law, criteria, such as
geographical locaton, that may be utlised to defne the personal data to be transferred from the
private sector to security actors for the purpose of carrying out predictve policing methods, may
lead to biased results. This issue has only been lightly touched upon by the CJEU in its ruling on the
EU-Canada PNR Agreement, where the Court stated that the pre-established models, criteria and
databases should be non-discriminatory.[69] Besides the lack of analysis on this topic, this singlesentenced reference to non-discriminaton law may also prove inadequate for the protecton of
citzens' fundamental rights in this context of big data analytcs and predictve policing methods.
As explained above, in such correlatve analyses, it may not always be clear that a fnal outcome is
directly and unlawfully discriminatng on the grounds of a protected characteristc, like racial
origin.[70] On the contrary, challenges from contextual dependencies might be generated or
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brought forth by the algorithms employed, leading to biased or unfairly diferental treatment that
lays outside the realm of non-discriminaton legislaton.[71]
3.2.3. Right to a fair trial

Finally, the queston that seems inevitable but was never discussed by the Courts, relates to the
efect of mass surveillance practces for the purpose of predictve policing on the fundamental
right to a fair trial and the principle of presumpton of innocence found within. Even though the
rights to efectve remedy and to fair trial have been invoked in some of the discussed cases, both
Courts found that any further analysis on these rights would be redundant, since a violaton on the
rights to privacy and data protecton had already been declared. Indicatvely, the ECtHR in its most
recent ruling declared the complaint under artcle 6 of the ECHR (right to a fair trial) to be
manifestly ill-founded, by arguing that the right to a fair trial does not apply to 'proceedings
relatng to a decision to place a person under surveillance'.[72] The Court supports its argument by
referencing, frst, to the 1978 Klass v. Germany ruling, where the claimants' arguments revolved
around notfcaton and remedy, and, second, to the Kennedy v. the United Kingdom ruling, where
the ECtHR provided for an analysis solely on the principle of equality of arms found within the
right to right to fair trial.[73]
Perhaps more relevant and interestng in cases of mass surveillance, nonetheless, is the potental
interference with the principle of presumpton of innocence, as established by the right to fair
trial. According to this principle, an individual that has been charged with a criminal ofence has
the right to remain silent and not to discriminate her or himself, any doubt should beneft the
accused and the burden of proof of guilt falls with the accuser.[74] The act of charging an
individual with a criminal ofence has been defned by the ECtHR, as the 'ofcial notfcaton given
to an individual by the competent authority of an allegaton that he is suspected of having
commited a criminal ofence'.[75] From that moment on, hence, even in advance of any formal
charges, said individuals must be able to enjoy all the guarantees provided by their right to fair
trial, while law enforcement agents and prosecutors must respectvely respect and allow the
exercise of these guarantees. [76]
In the case of personal data being transferred in bulk and then analysed by predictve policing
methods, the act of charging an individual may not yet take place. Nonetheless, the individual's
criminal procedural rights, as derived from the principle of presumpton of innocence, may already
become afected.[77] More specifcally, mass surveillance forces a shif in the burden of proof, as
there is no crime to start from and hence individuals are surveyed before they, if ever, commit any
crime. In this way, informaton referring to a specifc individual that may have no knowledge of the
content of this informaton or even the existence of such practce, as the notfcaton requirement
rarely takes efect,[78] is collected and may be used as evidence against them. Furthermore, in the
words of Ramirez (2013) 'individuals may be judged not because of what they've done, or what
they will do in the future, but because inferences or correlatons drawn by algorithms suggest they
may behave in certain ways'.[79] It is, however, practcally impossible to contest any predictve
determinaton about one's future behaviour based on past personal data that have been collected
by private companies and transferred in bulk to security actors.[80]
Therefore, a re-examinaton of the boundaries of the right to a fair trial, including the principle of
presumpton of innocence, is perhaps warranted in this context. Furthermore, it becomes doubtul
that the judicial criteria and the requirement of objectvity, as analysed by the Courts, will sufce
to safeguard the citzens' criminal procedural rights. While further analysis, research and actve
judicial discussion would be essental in order to clarify this mater and provide for legal certainty,
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the fear, that the aforementoned vague wording would not meet the threshold of protecton of
the principle of the presumpton of innocence, is born.

3.3. Secondary EU law
For the purpose of completeness, the data quality principles deriving from secondary EU law,
namely purpose limitaton and data minimisaton, as well as the permissible derogatons to those
principles, must certainly also be taken into consideraton in the context of bulk transfers of
personal data from the private sector to security actors. [81] The relaton between the
fundamental right to data protecton as enshrined in artcle 8 of the Charter and the secondary EU
legal framework regulatng data protecton, i.e. the General Data Protecton Regulaton
(hereinafer the GDPR) and the accompanying Directve (EU) 2016/680 on the processing of
personal data in the context of criminal justce, is a complex one, while it also extends beyond the
scope of this paper. Nonetheless, it is worth clarifying that, in this case, primary and secondary EU
law are intensively intertwined in the sense that artcle 8 of the Charter is inspired by the piece of
secondary EU legislaton formerly regulatng data protecton, i.e. the Directve 95/46/EC,[82] and
the currently in force GDPR, is a procedural tool enabling the fundamental right to data protecton
enshrined in artcle 8 of the Charter.[83] In this way, the GDPR, the Directve (EU) 2016/680 and
the legal rules they provide must be informed by the Charter and its interpretaton by the CJEU.
To start with, according to the purpose limitaton principle, personal data may only be processed
for a predefned specifed purpose. As a derogaton, the processing of personal data for a purpose
other than the one for which they were initally collected, is allowed insofar as it is based on law,
which consttutes a necessary and proportonate measure in a democratc society, and aims to
safeguard the objectves of, inter alia, natonal security, public security and preventon of criminal
ofences.[84] In additon, according to the data minimisaton principle, the personal data
processed by private companies (in the GDPR) and by law enforcement authorites (in Directve
(EU) 2016/680) must be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relaton to the purpose for which
they are collected.[85] In this partcular case, personal data that are collected by the private sector
for one purpose, for instance in the context of traveling or communicatng via publicly available
electronic communicaton services, are transferred in bulk to security agencies for the purpose of
preventon of crime. In this way, both principles of purpose limitaton and data minimisaton are
afected and the conditons for the permissible derogatons to these data quality principles, as
established in the secondary EU law, must be similarly examined.
As aforementoned, the interpretaton of secondary law, here the EU data protecton framework
and the principles established within, must in principle be made in the light of primary law, in casu
the Charter and the CJEU case law discussed in this paper, and the analysis of the safeguards
stated within.[86] In this way, the conditons of necessity and proportonality, allowing for a
derogaton to the data quality principles established in the secondary EU data protecton
framework, may, arguably, be equally assessed as widely or as narrowly as the judicial criteria and
respectve requirement of objectvity analysed in this paper allow for. In other words, insofar as a
legal lacuna is presented in primary EU law, as suggested in this paper, it will be respectvely
refected in secondary EU law. Furthermore, the purpose limitaton principle is also established in
primary EU law, i.e. artcle 8(2) of the Charter, as one of the elements consttutng the
fundamental right to data protecton. Therefore, any restricton to the purpose limitaton principle
found within the fundamental right to data protecton, must additonally respect the essence of
said fundamental right.[87] However, the CJEU has held that the generalised retenton of
metadata and PNR data for their subsequent transfer to law enforcement authorites do not
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adversely afect the essence of fundamental rights to data protecton, insofar as organisatonal
and technical measures safeguarding the security, confdentality, integrity and lawful processing
of the personal data are in place.[88] This legal constraint to the conditoned respect to the
purpose limitaton principle, as established in the Charter is, hence, dissolved.

4. Conclusions
The conundrum of achieving the right balance between security and fundamental rights has
spawned a seemingly perpetual discussion that should contnue to evolve according to
insttutonal and technological developments. In the face of modern practces of mass surveillance,
the highest supranatonal Courts of Europe took a frm and coordinated stance that is bound to
have a great impact on all legal instruments establishing practces of mass surveillance for the
wider purpose of the fght against serious crime. In doing so, however, the Courts set outside of
their scope of consideraton the partcular challenges that may arise by the purpose of crime
preventon. In this way, the Courts interpreted the conditons on the lawful interferences with the
fundamental rights to privacy and to data protecton in a seemingly strict manner that may prove
insufcient when applied in the specifc context of predictve policing methods, a trend that is
increasingly growing and evolving amongst security actors at a natonal, European and
internatonal level.
The aim of this paper was to raise the questons concerning the remaining width of the States'
margin of appreciaton, in delineatng the magnitude of personal data that may be lawfully
transferred from the private sector to security actors for the purpose of carrying out methods of
predictve policing. It was argued that, as rigorous as these judicial criteria may seem to be at frst
glance, there is stll enough room for implementng surveillance practces that are no less mass
than before. More specifcally, the requirement of objectvity, as formulated in the discussed
rulings, may be rendered void in defning the quality and quantty of data to be processed via big
data analytcs for the determinaton of profles and persons susceptble to criminal behaviour.
Equally, this judicial criterion neglects the potental for bias in predictve policing methods, as well
as the problematc born by the potental interference with the principle of presumpton of
innocence.
Therefore, the partcularites of modern methods of policing and intelligence gathering should be
acknowledged and further researched by the Courts. Preventve and predictve processing
actvites employed by security actors in the context of the fght against serious crime should be
considered separately from the reactve and post factum actvites. The Courts should consider
updatng the conditons under which an interference with the fundamental rights to privacy and to
data protecton may be lawful, according to the ECHR and to the Charter, in light of the issues and
factors discussed in this paper. In interpretng and assessing the principles of quality of law,
including foreseeability, and proportonality, the risks potentally generated or enhanced by big
data analytcs, including predictve policing methods, should be explicitly taken into account. As
regards the Charter in partcular, insofar as it provides for a separate provision on the fundamental
right to data protecton, further light should be shed on the features consttutng the essence of
this right. In additon, the interacton between the diferent elements determining a lawful
interference with the fundamental right to data protecton, i.e. artcle 8 paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 and
artcle 52 paragraph 2 of the Charter, and the interacton between the respectve primary and
secondary EU law, should be further clarifed. Finally, the discussion concerning the impact of
modern policing practces on the fundamental right to efectve trial, and in partcular on the
principle of presumpton of innocence, should be opened.
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